DEATH SENE

Scene: In a park, "Sun." During a lost weekend, a person who is acting as the title character of "Romeo and Juliet," "The Sun," opens his eyes and sees "Death Scene.

Southern Plebean Summon

By Ray Santi

Final fiddle will be made for the rollout in the Southern Plebean production of the Shakespearean original, "Romeo and Juliet." This is the third production presented by the Southern Plebean group. This season, the Southern Plebeans will be performing "Macbeth," and "Hamlet.

The plan is being developed under the direction of the Southern Plebean stage. The opening of the Southern Plebean stage is set for Monday, January 28, at 9 p.m., admitting all students. The Southern Plebean stage is due to open on Monday, January 28, at 9 p.m., admitting all students.
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Debate Team Travels To Kansas Meet

The Missouri cheerleaders will be traveling north to the state championships at the University of Kansas, on January 28.

Musically nan’s 45 minute
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Maintaining Our Academic Rating

At $29,150,000 the General Assembly is asking of the SIU administration asked the SIU administration asked for a $29,150,000 building. This new building would be located at the Administration Building and be known as the Administration Building.

President D. W. Morris said the building would be the second in a series of new buildings at the university.

This is well and good, but the actual construction of the building is another matter. The new administration building will be located near the old Administration Building.

For several years, business services have been housed in two buildings, and the new building is expected to be completed within a year.

In conclusion, although the new building is a great addition to the campus, it is important to remember that the construction of the building is only one aspect of maintaining our academic rating.

MALIN ON CAMPUS by Rick Bibler

 MAIL BOX

Debate Team Aims for "Best in My 3 Years..." Coach Murray

"The future is now for the SIU debate team," said Dr. Murray, the debate team's coach. "We have been preparing for this competition for three years, and we are very excited to be here." The team is comprised of four members, and they have been practicing for weeks to prepare for this event.

Aqueducts Prepare For Spring Show

"We are excited to be part of this show," said Murray. "Aqueducts is a unique group, and we are looking forward to sharing our talents with the audience.

Food Classes For Home-Styling Meals

Williams Store

"Home-style meals are the way to go," said Murray. "We will be offering classes on how to prepare delicious meals for your home.

RENTED

"Low student rent is the way to go," said Murray. "We have a variety of affordable housing options available for students.

BUY NOW AND SAVE!

"Prices will increase March 1st," said Murray. "Don't miss out on these great deals.

Look To The Future, N.O.W.!

"True tomorrow in the near future," said Murray. "We will be planning for the future now.

Stiles Office Equipment Co.

"We carry the finest office equipment on the market," said Murray. "We have a variety of products to fit your needs.

Verona, Illinois, February 9, 1987
**Southern Society**

Reginald Director

Mauna Moon, regional director, spoke about the importance of being a good citizen and the need to support local politicians at the noontime meeting, March 15, in the Campus Center. Mrs. H. C. Smith, the secretary, introduced Mr. T. H. Smith, the president, who spoke on the recent changes in the state government.

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA

"Sisters" in the Delta Gamma fraternity

Mr. J. H. Smith, the president of Sigma Sigma Sigma, spoke about the importance of being a good citizen and the need to support local politicians at the noontime meeting, March 15, in the Campus Center. Mrs. H. C. Smith, the secretary, introduced Mr. T. H. Smith, the president, who spoke on the recent changes in the state government.

**Student Music Program**

Minneapolis Symphony Presents Concerts, Antal Dorati Directs

The symphony period is in full swing and the final submission. During the Four Years series, the majority of the orchestra was evidently excellent. Conducting without a score, the symphony held the evening in the hands of the music director. Openly speaking and relating with the "Slovakian" movement, the selection then went down smoothly and included a program of the compositions written for the orchestra in 1917. The selection then went down smoothly and included a program of the compositions written for the orchestra in 1917.
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The Best Advertised Brand

**BIRKHOHL GARDS AND GIFTS**

200 South Illinois Ave.

**The Pastry King**

214 S. University

Phone 1312

**MONDAY NIGHT SPECIAL!**

**SWEATERS**

Start Short Pullovers Regularly $3.80

Now $1.99

Long Sleeves Cardigans Regularly $5.80

Now $3.99

**ARE SPORTING GIFTS FOR THE MAN IN YOUR LIFE**

**COFFEE**

Robust and aromatic, perfect for any occasion.

**Pie**

Adequate and delicious, perfect for any occasion.

**TOBACCO**

Adequate and delicious, perfect for any occasion.
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Holder Revamps Lineup As Cagers Move Into Michigan; Rushing To Start

By Bill Eppalander
Sports Editor
Southbend's basketball lineup will play its first of four straight conference games this week in a revamped lineup that will give the Lakers some needed power.

Mason Rushing, a guard, will occupy the shooting role alongside Dick Ruggles, as an outside threat, and Ron Reardon, as a sharpshooter at guard as if an inside weapon could be bolstered.

Although Rushing's name is not familiar, says Husky Rushing, who often comes off the bench to bolster the offense, "he will spell the action... the guy who can come on the floor and help two or three seconds where he's needed."

Rushing is one of the best-kept secrets on the squad, the coach conceded, and "is doing a real good job from the outside.

Holder is the change to a more defensive-minded and rebounding lineup."

"Our defense has been up on us all along," he said. "We're very strong on defense."

The Lakers will again face Larry Whitaker in his role as a center where he will have a better chance to post up and work the floor from the inside.

Southbend has more than 70 percent of Michigan's only men to return (105.6 percent). A double could push the Lakers into a top spot in Conference A.

A double could push the Lakers into a top spot in Conference A.

The number two spot is an uncertain one with several teams, including
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**Matmen Take Bradley**
For 11th Straight Win

Jim Williams' wrestling team dominated Wednesday night when it defeated the Bradleys' in a dual match that ran from 1:30 to 4:30.

Bradley's leading man in the 113 pound class, was defeated by Southbend's Andy Alphonse, who was the surprise winner of the class.

Other matches played for theBradley's in the dual match were

Southbend, 68; Bradley, 8.

**First Place Tie In Indian League**

Southbend finished third in the Indiana NPCS, losing to Fort Wayne High and Victory, 14-16.

The Knights come into the last week of competition with a record of 11-3-3.

**SWIMMERS**

Southbend's Jack Flanagan, 14, won the 113-pound class, Southbend's Jim Flanagan, 14, won the 113-pound class.

The Knights come into the last week of competition with a record of 11-3-3.

**Gymnasts Lose Fourth Straight To Navy**

University of Illinois Navy team, boasting SIU's greatest group of gymnasts in the history of the Illinois NPCS, defeated Southbend, 156.5 to 83.

The Engineers, made up of five seniors - Richard S. Church, Robert W. Davis, William J. McFadden, James G. McFadden and Robert L. Petersen - gave its all but lost to the Illini.

Southbend's team has been consistently defeated in this series in the history of the Illinois NPCS.

**WRESTLERS**

Southbend's lineup is currently at the top of the Conference A, with 153 points.

The lineup is currently at the top of the Conference A, with 153 points.
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**Wrestlers, Swimmers In Action Tomorrow**

**3-Way Tie For 2nd In Greek Bowling League**

Three Xi Beta Lamped Lem (595)自主, defeated the Phi Kappa (595)自主, 500, by 400 in the Helios Bowling League. Southbend's 3-9 Toppaz was high for the lamps with 314.

Ralph G. Dixon Jr., owner of the Alpha Sigma, and the Phi Kappa is by Delta Zeta, 314. Wally Fox led the winners, followed by John L. Zetz, 255.

The lamps were high for the lamps with 314.

**THE HIGH SERIES**

Alpha Sigma, 1429
Phi Kappa, 1427
Delta Zeta, 1425
Delta Zeta, 1423
Sorority, 1419
Delta Zeta, 1416
Phi Kappa, 1412
Delta Zeta, 1411
Phi Kappa, 1409
**THE TON NIGHT GAME SERIES**

Phi Kappa, 1397
Alpha Sigma, 1395
Delta Zeta, 1393
Phi Kappa, 1391
**FRATERNITY**

Wally Fox, Delta Zeta, 260
Toni Burton, Delta Zeta, 255
Wally Fox, Delta Zeta, 255
Wally Fox, Delta Zeta, 255
**IND. LANGUAGES**
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Across From Hilden Hospital
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**FEBRUARY 11-12**
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